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ABSTRACT

Objective To determine whether pedestrian countdown signals (PCS) reduce pedestrian—motor vehicle collisions in the city of Toronto, Canada.

Methods A quasi-experimental study design was used to evaluate the effect of PCS on the number of pedestrian—motor vehicle collisions in the city of Toronto, from January 2000 to December 2009. Each intersection acted as its own control. We compared the number of pedestrian—motor vehicle collisions per intersection-month before and after the intervention. Stratified models were used to evaluate effect modification by pedestrian age, injury severity and location (urban vs inner suburbs). Poisson regression analysis with repeated measures (generalised estimating equations) was used to estimate the RR and 95% CI.

Results The analysis included 9262 pedestrian—motor vehicle collisions at 1965 intersections. The RR of collisions after PCS installation was 1.014 (95% CI 0.958 to 1.073), indicating no statistically significant effect of PCS on collisions. There was no evidence to suggest effect modification between PCS and collisions by age, injury severity or location.

Conclusion The installation of PCS at 1965 signalised intersections in Toronto did not reduce the number of pedestrian—motor vehicle collisions at these intersections.

Road traffic injuries are a major public health concern, and account for approximately 1.2 million deaths worldwide.1 Pedestrian–motor vehicle collision injuries and fatalities disproportionately affect the young (0–14 years of age) and elderly (over 65 years of age).2 Pedestrian countdown signals (PCS) are a relatively new intervention designed to provide pedestrians with a numerical display indicating the number of seconds remaining to cross a street. Hypothetically, this information should enable better decision making and safer road crossing behaviour for pedestrians. In other words, PCS may represent a cost-effective modification to the built environment to create pedestrian-friendly spaces. Proposed alternatives, such as healthy community design and engineering countermeasures designed to separate pedestrians from motor vehicles, reduce speed and increase visibility, may be costly and time consuming to implement.3–9 The city of Toronto, Canada, installed PCS at all intersections in the city over the time period of November 2006 to January 2011. The installation of PCS in Toronto therefore created a unique opportunity for a ‘natural experiment’ to evaluate PCS effectiveness.

Several studies have examined the effect of PCS on driver behaviour10–16 and pedestrian attitudes and behaviour.10–13 Only three studies have included collision data, with mixed findings.10, 11, 19 Botha et al10 reported no PCS effect; however, their study was limited to a small number of intersections, few collisions and a short observation period. Markowitz et al11 reported a 52% reduction in the number of pedestrian collisions post-PCS; however, they also noted a similar decline in pedestrian collisions at ‘control’ intersections. Pulugurtha et al19 reported a significant decline in the mean number of collisions (car and pedestrian) post-PCS, with the largest benefits noted at high crash and high volume intersections.

This study examined the frequency of pedestrian–motor vehicle collisions before and after the installation of PCS in the city of Toronto, over a 10-year period. The main objective was to determine whether PCS were associated with a reduction in pedestrian–motor vehicle collisions.

METHODS

The study took place in the city of Toronto, Canada. The city of Toronto is Canada’s largest city, with a population of 2.505 281.20 The city of Toronto was formed in 1998 through an amalgamation of metropolitan Toronto and six municipalities that collectively represent the inner suburban part of a much larger urbanised region called the greater Toronto area.21

A quasi-experimental study design was used. The study design included a one-group (internal) comparison in which each intersection acted as its own control through comparison of the number of pedestrian–motor vehicle collisions (per intersection-month) before and after PCS installation. Ethics approval for the study was provided by the ethics review board of the Hospital for Sick Children.

PCS installation occurred citywide. Intersections with controlled traffic signals where PCS were introduced during the study period (January 2000 to December 2009) were eligible for inclusion. Intersections were excluded from the analysis if there was less than 6 months between the installation of a traditional traffic signal (controlled traffic signal with a walk phase, flashing don’t walk phase and a solid don’t walk phase) and installation of a PCS. This exclusion reduced the likelihood of measuring novel effects associated with the installation of a traffic signal. Exposure time was calculated using the number of months each intersection was evaluated.
contributed to the study period before and after the installation of PCS.

The outcome of interest was the frequency of reported pedestrian–motor vehicle collisions between January 2000 and December 2009. Data were extracted from motor vehicle collision reports filed by the Toronto police service and were obtained from the city of Toronto, Transportation Services Division. Pedestrian–motor vehicle collision records were excluded from the analysis if: (1) the location code (eg, intersection/mid-block) was missing; (2) the collision occurred on private property or in a parking lot; (3) the collision occurred before a traditional signal was installed at the respective intersection; (4) the collision occurred outside a 30-m radius of the intersection where a PCS was installed; and (5) the collision occurred on the same day the PCS was installed; and (6) the collision occurred at an intersection where there was less than 6 months between the installation of a traditional traffic signal and the installation of a PCS.

Age was included as a potential effect modifier to determine if PCS were equally effective for all pedestrians. The following age classes were used to conduct stratified analysis: 0–15, 16–59 and over 60 years. Records with missing data for age were excluded from the age-stratified analysis.

Injury severity was also gathered. Toronto police services categorise injuries sustained from a collision into five types: no injury; minimal (no medical attention required); minor (emergency department treatment only); major (hospital admission required); and fatal. Previous research has reported police misclassification of injury is most likely to be associated with minor injury. This study, minimal and minor injury categories were combined.

Location was included to determine effectiveness by region. Census geography from 1996 was used to geocode collisions as occurring in either the urban or inner suburban parts of what is now the city of Toronto. This stratification acknowledges differences in urban design across strata. The inner suburbs are a more recently constructed part of the city region, where automobile mode share for work and other activities is typically higher than elsewhere in Toronto.

Collisions and intersections with PCS were mapped onto the city of Toronto centerline shapefile using latitude and longitude coordinates using ArcGIS, ArcMap version 10. ArcGIS was used to create a PCS intersection dataset and to attach collision data to the set of intersections where PCS installation occurred.

All statistical analyses were conducted using SAS software, version 9.1. Crude incidence rates per 1000 intersection-months were calculated for all collisions and by strata, pre and post-PCS installation. Poisson regression analysis with repeated measures (generalised estimating equations) was used to estimate the RR and 95% CI of collisions adjusted for clustering, as predicted by PCS status (pre-PCS/post-PCS). To look for effect modification, separate models were fit for total, each age group (0–15, 16–59 and over 60 years), each injury severity classification (no injury, minor/minimal, major and fatal) and each location (pre-amalgamated Toronto and inner suburbs). In all models, the pre-PCS installation time period was specified as the reference group. PCS, as a predictor of collision counts, was considered statistically significant at p=0.05.

RESULTS

Intersections with PCS

From 20 November 2006 to 31 December 2009, 2078 PCS were installed. Intersections where there was less than 6 months between the installation of a traditional traffic signal and the installation of a PCS (n=113) were excluded from the analysis. A total of 1965 intersections were included in the analysis.

Pedestrian–motor vehicle collisions

From 1 January 2000 to 31 December 2009, there were 23,428 pedestrian–motor vehicle collisions in Toronto. Collision records missing data for location (n=2984), and collisions that occurred in a parking lot or on private property (n=289), outside a 30-m radius from an intersection where a PCS was (eventually) installed (n=10,486), before the installation of a traditional traffic signal (n=385), on the same day as the PCS installation (n=5) and at intersections where there was less than 6 months between the installation of a traditional traffic signal and the installation of a PCS (n=19) were excluded, producing a final sample of 9,262 collisions. Table 1 provides a breakdown of collisions by age, injury severity and location. There were 226 records with missing data for age; these were excluded from the age-stratified analysis. The number of collisions per year was plotted and no significant secular trend could be identified, either in collisions occurring at intersections with PCS, or in total pedestrian–motor vehicle collisions (figure 1).

Crude incidence and RR

Overall, the crude incidence rates (per 1000 intersection-months) remained fairly stable pre and post-PCS installation, 40.73 and 41.30, respectively (table 1). When modelled, a RR of 1.014 (95% CI 0.972 to 1.057) indicated no significant relationship between PCS and collisions, after adjusting for clustering.

The stratified analysis by age revealed that the majority of the collisions (n=6482, 72%) occurred among adults 16–59 years of age. Pre and post-crude incidence rates (per 1000 intersection-months) were similar for this age group, 28.30 and 29.79, respectively. When modelled, the RR (1.038, 95% CI 0.972 to 1.108) revealed no effect of PCS on collisions among this age group. Among the most vulnerable road users, children (0–15 years of age) and older people (over 60 years of age), there was a slight decrease in crude incidence rates; however, the RR for children (0–15: RR 0.941, 95% CI 0.792 to 1.119) and older people (over 60 years: RR 0.967, 95% CI 0.844 to 1.108) indicated no significant effect of PCS on collisions.

The majority of collisions resulted in minor/minimal injury (n=7949, 86%). Crude incidence rates remained similar among the pre and post-PCS periods for all types of injury severity. When modelled, no significant effect of PCS was seen on collisions of differing severity (no injury: RR 0.838, 95% CI 0.626 to 1.121; minor/minimal: RR 1.026, 95% CI 0.965 to 1.090; major: RR 0.984, 95% CI 0.826 to 1.173; fatal: RR 0.968, 95% CI 0.594 to 1.578).

The crude incidence rates by location revealed higher rates of collisions per intersection in pre-amalgamated Toronto compared with the inner suburbs for both time periods; however, when modelled, there was no effect of PCS on either location (Toronto: RR 0.943, 95% CI 0.866 to 1.027; inner suburbs: RR 1.042, 95% CI 0.967 to 1.122).

DISCUSSION

This study found no difference in pedestrian–motor vehicle collision rates before and after the installation of PCS. Rates were also similar pre and post-PCS installation when collisions were stratified by age, injury severity and location.

Similar to Pulugurtha et al., this study was restricted to collisions that occurred at signalised intersections where a PCS was eventually installed. Therefore, a reasonable explanation for...
The findings is that while controlled traffic signals in general (regardless of the signal head) are highly effective in reducing the number of pedestrian—motor vehicle collisions,27 the addition of a PCS does not change the overall impact.

This study also found no negative impact of PCS on collision counts, which is similar to the findings of Botha et al.10 Where the work of Botha et al10 was limited by a small sample size, low statistical power and a short post-PCS installation period, the sample size of this study addressed these concerns.

The results reported contrast with findings from the work of Markowitz et al.11 Markowitz et al11 reported a 52% reduction in collisions post-PCS installation; however, this finding was based on the analysis of nine high collision intersections; effect size may have been partly due to regression to the mean. Collision history was not a factor in the present study; in fact, some of the intersections included did not experience collisions during the study period. Pulugurtha et al13 found PCS are most effective at high crash and high volume intersections. This may explain the differences in the effect size of PCS between studies. While PCS appears to have no impact overall in the city of Toronto, it is possible that the effect of PCS is different in some places than in others.

Elements of the built environment are important to consider when analysing the effectiveness of PCS. Location was included in this analysis to understand the impact of PCS by urban design. Many aspects of urban design affect pedestrian safety, notably vehicle speed, which is further determined by driver behaviour. Higher vehicle speeds are associated with an increased risk of pedestrian—motor vehicle collisions and the severity of pedestrian injury.30–32 An 80% risk of pedestrian death has been estimated when a vehicle is travelling at 50 km/h.33 While it was not possible to include reliable data on vehicle speed in this analysis, we can comment on road density by type within each location. Posted road speed and vehicle volumes increase up the road type hierarchy, from local roads to expressways.32

We divided Toronto into two locations: pre-amalgamated Toronto and the inner suburbs. Pre-amalgamated Toronto includes the commercial downtown as well as higher density residential neighbourhoods and pre-second world war traditional neighbourhoods, whereas the inner suburbs include mainly lower residential and commercial densities. Neighbourhoods in the inner suburbs are closer in design to the post-war, car-oriented suburban aesthetic; however, there are some high density residential neighbourhoods. Differences between locations were noteworthy for two road types.

Collector roads are designed to provide access to property and move traffic (2500 to 8000 vehicles per day), have posted speed limits of 40–50 km/h (40 km/h is more common in inner suburbs)34 and pavements on both sides of the road.32 The most notable difference in road density by type is for collector roads; 34.55 km/100 000 population in the inner suburbs compared with 19.82 km/100 000 population in pre-amalgamated Toronto.

Major arterial roads are primarily designed for movement (>20 000 vehicles per day), have posted speed limits of 50–60 km/h and pavements on both sides of the road (sidewalks).32 There are slightly more major arterial roads in the inner suburbs compared with pre-amalgamated Toronto; 29.56 km/100 000 population versus 24.28 km/100 000 population, respectively. Pedestrians in the pre-amalgamated (down-town) region were exposed to a different built environment compared with pedestrians in the suburbs. Without detailed area-wide measures of walking we cannot comment on exposure per se, but differences in road design, control and potentially driver behaviour indicate that both PCS and other interventions related to traffic signal design are needed.

### Table 1 PCS analysis of pedestrian—motor vehicle collisions, Toronto, Canada, 2000–09

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Total no of collisions</th>
<th>Total no of collision-months</th>
<th>Pre-PCS</th>
<th>Post-PCS</th>
<th>Pre-PCS</th>
<th>Post-PCS</th>
<th>Modelled</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>No of collisions</td>
<td>intersection-months</td>
<td>incidence rate/1000</td>
<td>Crude RR*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner suburbs</td>
<td>3739</td>
<td>2939</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>420.79</td>
<td>53.03 (51.15, 54.98)</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>154.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-amalgamated Toronto</td>
<td>5523</td>
<td>4583</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>261.35</td>
<td>35.46 (34.41, 36.50)</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>977.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>No of collisions</td>
<td>intersection-months</td>
<td>incidence rate/1000</td>
<td>Post-PCS collision post-PCS installation</td>
<td>Pre-PCS</td>
<td>Post-PCS</td>
<td>Modelling</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>No of collisions</td>
<td>intersection-months</td>
<td>incidence rate/1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner suburbs</td>
<td>3739</td>
<td>2939</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>420.79</td>
<td>53.03 (51.15, 54.98)</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>154.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-amalgamated Toronto</td>
<td>5523</td>
<td>4583</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>261.35</td>
<td>35.46 (34.41, 36.50)</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>977.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>No of collisions</td>
<td>intersection-months</td>
<td>incidence rate/1000</td>
<td>Post-PCS collision post-PCS installation</td>
<td>Pre-PCS</td>
<td>Post-PCS</td>
<td>Modelling</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>No of collisions</td>
<td>intersection-months</td>
<td>incidence rate/1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner suburbs</td>
<td>3739</td>
<td>2939</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>420.79</td>
<td>53.03 (51.15, 54.98)</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>154.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-amalgamated Toronto</td>
<td>5523</td>
<td>4583</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>261.35</td>
<td>35.46 (34.41, 36.50)</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>977.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reference group is pre-pedestrian countdown signal (PCS) intersections.

y 95% Poisson CI.

z Base: n = 1965 intersections; location: pre-amalgamated Toronto (n = 622 intersections); inner suburbs (n = 1343 intersections).
could work differently here compared with the inner suburbs. Although PCS was not an effective intervention in either location, it is likely that any combined intervention (including PCS) will be different in different traffic environments.

This study has several limitations. It is an exploratory research study on the relationship between PCS and collisions in Toronto. A parsimonious approach was taken to develop a model to understand the RR between PCS and collisions. These models do not adjust for potential confounders, such as changes in pedestrian exposure. The use of collision rates per intersection-month did not account for population differences between the urban and inner suburban areas of the city of Toronto.

This study was not able to account for exposure measures related to pedestrian and vehicle volumes. A strength of the study conducted by Pulugurtha et al was the inclusion of vehicle volume data. These data would have been useful to understand secular trends associated with walking and driving behaviours or practices, but were not available in sufficient detail for our analysis.

Data quality concerns have been documented for police reported collision data. Motor vehicle collision reports are completed when there is an injury; therefore, it is likely that collisions between pedestrians and motor vehicles not involving injury are underrepresented in the data. In addition, this data source is limited to collisions reported to the police. Previous studies conducted in the USA have estimated that police reported motor vehicle collision data underestimate the number of injured pedestrians involved in motor vehicle collisions by approximately 21%. This number remains similar among paediatric populations in the USA (under 15 years of age), where it is estimated that pedestrian–motor vehicle collisions are underreported by 20%.

Behavioural aspects, including changes in pedestrian and driver actions and conditions, could not be captured by collision...
data. This means the frequency of ‘near misses’ was not measured in this analysis. Observational studies examining behavioural changes in response to PCS are important to provide insight into how PCS are being used in the road traffic environment, and how to make changes to improve PCS as an intervention. The city of Toronto transportation services are currently conducting an observational study of pedestrian behaviour pre and post-PCS installation.

The results are based on controlled intersections where a PCS was installed over the study period, and does not examine collisions that occurred at adjacent, uncontrolled, unchanged intersections or road segments in Toronto. To understand fully the public health impact of PCS as a modification to the built environment, all collisions in Toronto would need to be analysed.

Study strengths included the use of population-based data on collisions. Outcome measure data over a 10-year period provided adequate statistical power and permitted stratified analyses. The use of secondary data, collected independently of the intervention, prevented bias that may have influenced previous observational studies through observer effects and a lack of blinding. The intersections included in the analysis comprised 95% of the total eligible intersections, and are representative of Toronto. The repeated measures design and one-group comparison provided control over extraneous variables associated with the geographical location of the intersection, including factors such as posted road speed, land use mix, road type and other unknown confounders.

CONCLUSION
The installation of PCS at 1965 signalised intersections in Toronto did not reduce the frequency of pedestrian—motor vehicle collisions at these intersections.

Implications
Reducing pedestrian—motor vehicle collisions at intersections requires more than simply installing PCS. Other changes to lights or their use might have safety benefits, for example, increasing walking times, prohibiting drivers from turning on red lights or allowing ‘pedestrian scrum’ crossings in all directions with no cars in the intersection.

More fundamental changes to cities, which intentionally build pedestrian safety advantages into the environment, might increase both the popularity and safety of walking. PCS may be an important component of future strategies to make pedestrians safer in cities, but the Toronto experience does not suggest that widespread installation of PCS alone will have important benefits for pedestrian safety. Future evaluations of PCS should incorporate elements of the built environment into their analysis.
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Fake pedestrian lane

Last April 1 (April Fool’s Day), a fake pedestrian lane was painted on sidewalks in Philadelphia to persuade texting and distracted pedestrians to use it. Apparently, many believed it. The lane marked off with paint included an icon of a pedestrian walking, holding a small glowing device. The ‘E-Lane’ was intended to last during National Public Health Week.

Deaths of high-risk skiers

I reported previously on the deaths of two leading Canadian skiers, one of whom was killed following a ski-cross jump. Many thought the death was preventable. Now a lawyer for the family of one skier is alleging that there was ‘egregious negligence’ with respect to the design of the landing area of the Swiss race course where he was killed. The lawyer characterised the finish line as ‘a death trap’.

Canadian military suicides increase

The number of suicides in the Canadian military rose last year as soldiers returned from Afghanistan. Although the actual numbers are not proof of an upward trend, and the rates are lower than in the general population, the results are, nevertheless, disturbing. The total since 1996, 187, is more than the number killed in combat during the 10 years Canadians have been in Afghanistan.
The authors note that the analysis reported in this paper did not account for temporal trends in pedestrian injury nor the effects of seasonality on injury risk. As a consequence, the results may be biased in magnitude or direction. A revised analysis using more sophisticated methodology, accounting for time trends and seasonal influences, has been published and is available here:
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